
Looking for a new way to expand your D365 business?

Here are 7 ways Sherweb can help: 

Turnkey solutions to onboard 
your clients

You’ll get expert advice about 
onboarding new customers. 
Take advantage of our turnkey 
solution plus a fixed cost 
deployment for your SMB 
clients.

Expert sales and marketing 
advice for Dynamics 365

Our team will help you build 
a solid marketing plan for 
Dynamics 365, which includes 
campaigns-in-a-box and 
1:1 consultations with our 
Dynamics experts.

Focus on your core business

Take advantage of the 
resources we offer, such 
as technical support and a 
complete migration service, 
so you can concentrate on 
growing your Dynamics 
business. 

An easier way to provision  
and bill clients

Use our partner portal to 
license, provision and bill your 
customers from one central 
location. Take advantage of our 
powerful integration tools.

Partner-to-partner program

Extend your skill set by 
working with other partners 
who are Dynamics 365 experts. 
Get crucial advice about 
scoping and licensing so you 
can explore new business 
opportunities.

A jam-packed partner toolbox

Get access to a wide range of 
sales and marketing tools such 
as sales battlecards, product 
fact sheets plus the latest D365 
licensing guide.

A fast track to  
market with the CSP

Go to market in just  
10 minutes and avoid 
Microsoft’s requirement to 
provide 24/7 technical support.
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Start by working with a value-added cloud solutions provider like Sherweb. We’ll help you grow your Dynamics 365 offering with 
business strategies, cloud services and go-to-market expertise. 

Sherweb is one of the top distributors for Dynamics 365 under Microsoft’s Cloud Solution Provider program (CSP). This means you 
deal directly with us instead of Microsoft. And because we work so closely with Microsoft, we have access to all the latest software 
updates and cloud solutions.

7 reasons why  
you should resell  
Dynamics 365 with 
Sherweb 
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Largest software market
There’s never been a better time to tap into the booming market for CRM and ERP software. Recent statistics by Microsoft Global/
Worldwide Data show that organizations are starting to invest more time and money in business applications.
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Find out what you can achieve

It’s surprising how 
fast our partners grow

Want to learn more about reselling Dynamics 365 with Sherweb? 

48%+ ERP solutions
SMB ERP SaaS market projected 
growth over 3 years

65%+ CRM growth
SMB CRM Saas market projected 
growth over 3 years
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Find out here

https://www.sherweb.com/
https://www.sherweb.com/business-apps/dynamics-365/resell/

